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Presentation Notes
From the fox’s perspective, there are other civic issues that come into play when the Gentry arrive. Property values and occupancy costs rise, as do triple-net expenses. Site control gets shortened and less predictable , displacement pressures mount and you have less control of your own future… you have less agency.  And that’s why we’re building the Cultural Space Agency – a mission-driven, well-capitalized cultural space real estate developer, to stand in and hold the tension of this growth and change, to serve as an intermediary between those generating value and those creating capturing that value. A mechanism for giving marginalized cultural communities some agency. 
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Tim Lennon, Executive Director, Langston
Ixtli White Hawk, Independent Artist
Nia Arunga, Owner, Seaweed International
Julie-C, founder, Forever Safe Spaces
Melina Rivera, Front & Centered

Gladys Ly-Au Yung, Principal, SKL Architecture
Geneiva Arunga, spoken word artist
Nyema Clark, founder, Nurturing Roots
Sarah Wilke, Director of Planning, Meany Hall
Sergio Max Legon-Talamoni, owner, La Union Studio

Ching-In Chen, Professor, Univ of Washington
Afua Kouyate, founder, Adefua
CM Ruiz, founder, Nii Modo
Randy Engstrom, independent consultant
Michael Seiwerath, executive director, SEED

Olisa Enrico, Executive Director
Quanlin Hu, Director of Real Estate
Ubax Gardheere, Dir of Fund Developmen
Stephanie Morales, Community Liaison
Eman Ahmed, Development Associate
Ebony Arunga, Senior Advisor
Matthew Richter, Senior Advisor
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